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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 25, 2019

The Consortium of Forensic Science Organizations
celebrates the tenth anniversary of the publication of
the National Academy of Sciences Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward.”
In (2006) the CFSO requested Congress to conduct a study
to assess the needs of the forensic science community. As
a result, the National Academy of Sciences was tasked
with conducting the study and reporting the results, which
were released in February of 2009.
“We believe the 2009 report provided us significant support to advance forensic science in both the operations of
the nation’s forensic science laboratories and medical
examiner/coroner offices, as well as support for forensic
science research. The report has provided a roadmap for
the Federal government to ensure we have an increased
level of resources for the accreditation of laboratories,
certification of forensic practitioners, training, robust research, and capacity building. While many advancements
have been made, there is still more work to be done,” said
Matthew Gamette, Chair of the CFSO.

Gamette stated, “it is our hope that this most recent study will
highlight in more detail the specific resources that are needed to
increase capacity in forensic science service provider laboratories,
while maintaining the quality and reliability of their results. Since
the publication of the NAS report, the use of forensic science has
increased, the science has advanced, and new technologies, such
as the Rapid DNA Instrument, have been introduced. Importantly,
most full-service, publicly funded laboratories are accredited, and
an increased number of practitioners are certified. We must actively encourage and participate in forensic science research, find
ways to implement standards and best practices in the laboratory,
and further develop ways to publish good research, policy, and
methods to the forensic science community. The current opioid crisis, backlogs in sexual assault kits, and the serious shortage of
medical examiners have highlighted the critical needs for more
resources throughout the entire forensic science community. CFSO
looks forward to working with all stakeholders to address these
needs.”
For more information contact Matthew Gamette 208-884-7217 or
matthew.gamette@gmail.com

As the report marks its tenth anniversary, a report from the
Department of Justice to Congress regarding the operational needs of laboratories is imminent. In the Justice for
All Act of 2016, Congress tasked the National Institute of
Justice (NIJ) with examining the status of current workload, backlog, personnel, and equipment needs of public
crime laboratories and medical examiner/ coroner offices.
The Attorney General will be considering the recommendations of previous DOJ studies on forensic science, and
the National Academy of Sciences report as part of this
assessment.

The NEDIAI Journal is the official publication of the New England Division of the International Association for Identification. Statements, opinions or views expressed in articles contained in the Journal
do not necessarily represent those of the NEDIAI nor the agency employing the article’s author(s). NEDIAI neither guarantees, warrants, nor endorses the statements, opinions, views, or techniques presented unless otherwise noted, but offers information to the readership. Articles published may contain processes using chemicals or combinations of chemicals which may be hazardous or potentially
hazardous to the user’s health. It is strongly recommended that appropriate caution and procedures be exercised when using hazardous or potentially hazardous chemicals or combinations of chemicals where the hazards are not fully known.
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P.O. Box 1043
Concord, NH 03302

Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

Greetings!
I hope 2019 is off to a good start for you. Things are starting to ramp up for
the NEDIAI, as our spring training will be announced soon along with our
annual conference dates and location, all coming after a very successful
2018. I would like to remind everyone what a great resource NEDIAI is for
the various forensic disciplines, both in the lab and in the field. It is unique
in that if offers first class training, brought to members by members, and is
not reliant on our various employers. So lets spread the word, bring some
new members into the fold and continue to build upon our past successes.
Sincerely,
Micah

For membership applications and more information, please visit our website
www.NEDIAI.org
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Letter from the Editor
Hello everyone,
It’s the beginning of another year here with the NEDIAI. We have made some changes already
and are working on the upcoming conference and other trainings. First, I’d like to welcome
the new board members that were voted in at the last conference, Shawn Dolan (Historian)
and James Medeiros (4th VP), as well as our incoming president Micah Perkins.
Other board members have also changed positions and taken on new responsibilities, so
congrats to Kim Freeland (Secretary). I’m sure you will all do great things!
Plans are already underway for this years conference to take place in Portland, ME in
December. Please keep checking the website for updates and reach out to any board member
if you’d like to participate in the conference or be on a commitee. We are always looking for
new ideas and suggestions so that we can serve the membership in the best ways possible.
Thanks for reading,
Amanda

Smile!
I’m sure there are a lot of us that have seen some pretty unique
fingerprint cards come across our desks. Have you ever seen a smiley
face? What about letters? Or maybe a shape that reminded you of an
animal? Send them in and I will feature them in a special section of the
next Journal. Just send an email to amanda.armstrong@pd.boston.gov
with a jpeg of your image. I’m looking forward to seeing your
“smiles”!
A special thanks to Ioan Truta for both smiley faces on this
page. Great finds Ioan!
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Determining Where A Shoe Last Walked by Measuring “Loosely Held Particles”
Criminals track dust particles to and from virtually every crime scene, but particles on a suspect’s shoes are seldom used as evidence linking
the accused to the crime. In this NIJ-supported project, researchers assert that investigators can use small particles from shoes to determine
where a person – suspect or victim – was last walking.
U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, National Institute of Justice - November 27, 2017

After many years of examining populations of very small
particles on everything from illegal shipments of elephant
tusks to carpet fibers in the trunk of a murder suspect’s
car, forensic investigators David and Paul Stoney have
turned their attention to particles found on shoes.
Specifically, they wanted to know if the three different
categories of particles found on a shoe – loosely,
moderately, and tightly held – could provide a narrative of
where that shoe had been.
To determine how much such particles could reveal, the
two researchers walked through three test environments
wearing a total of 36 pairs of shoes – half of them tennis
shoes and half work boots. Walks of 250 meters were
done at three sites chosen because of their different soil
minerals – the Appalachian Trail, the Luck Stone Quarry,
and Piney River, all in Virginia. The sites were all dry and
dusty and, following each exposure, the footwear was
repackaged in its original box between folds of
butcher paper.
The project, supported by an NIJ grant, was designed to
test the hypothesis that by separately analyzing
percentages of loosely held, moderately held, and
strongly held particles from a shoe, investigators
could detect the sequential exposure of the shoe to
different environments. If the hypothesis proved true, an
investigator might be able to determine a sequence of
where a shoe had been. However, after examining the
particles recovered from the test walks, the researchers
rejected their hypothesis.
“Under the experimental conditions, the contact surface
of footwear was found to be overwhelmingly dominated
by the most recent exposure,” the two researchers noted
in their summary report. Prior research indicated that
some particles that had transferred to different types of
trace evidence would be rapidly lost, while some would
be retained longer, allowing for a sequential profile of the
particles. That is not the case for shoes, they concluded.
Walking through the test environments, they wrote,
“results in the virtually complete removal and
replacement of particles adhering to the contact surfaces
from prior, similar exposures.”

that are present on the more recessed areas of the sole
[moderately and tightly held particles] are not.” That fact
does not exclude particle evidence as potentially valuable
evidence, they indicated.
“For example,” the researchers said, “in cases where a
body is found and may have been transported after death
from one location to another, the contact surfaces of the
footwear will retain unmixed small particle traces that are
directly representative of the last location where the
deceased walked.” By examining those particles,
investigators can determine if the body was moved and
use the particles as clues to locate from where the victim
was moved.
On footwear from a suspect, the researcher said, the
loose particles will likely not match those from a crime
scene and attention should be focused on the more
tightly held particles in recessed surfaces. “Recessed
areas of footwear are responsible for the mixtures of
particles arising from activity before, during and after the
crime itself,” the researchers said. Examining particles in
the recessed areas could allow researchers to develop a
more sophisticated profile of where a shoe has been,
although more work is needed to determine if that is
scientifically relevant.
About This Article
The research described in this article was funded by NIJ
cooperative agreement number 2014-DN-BX-K011,
awarded to Stoney Forensic, Chantilly, VA. This article is
based on the grantee report "Differential Sampling of
Footwear to Separate Relevant Evidentiary Particles from
Background Noise" (pdf, 35 pages) by David Stoney,
chief scientist, Stoney Forensic.
NIJ.gov:
https://nij.gov/topics/forensics/evidence/trace/Pages/deter
mining-where-a-shoe-last-walked-with-loosely-heldparticles.aspx

The clear implication of the research, they said, is that
“although particles on the contact surfaces of footwear
[loosely held particles] are removed and replaced, those
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American Statistical Association Position on Statistical Statements for Forensic Evidence
Presented under the guidance of the ASA Forensic Science Advisory Committee*
January 2, 2019

Overview
The American Statistical Association (ASA) has supported
efforts to strengthen the inferential foundations that enable
forensic scientists to report scientifically valid conclusions.
This document focuses on how statements and opinions
should be reported to accurately convey the strengths and limitations of forensic findings to ensure their scientific value is
used appropriately in a legal context.
The ASA encourages the continued research necessary to provide the requisite scientific data to support rigorous inferential
processes. This document does not advocate any particular
method of statistical inference be adopted for all evidence.
The ASA believes that a statistical foundation is essential for
identifying acceptable statements and reporting practices in
forensic science because it provides a useful framework for
assessing and expressing uncertainty. A statistical foundation
supplies a set of principles for drawing conclusions from data
and for expressing the risks of certain types of errors in measurements and conclusions. This framework applies throughout forensic science, but the discussion that follows is of
special relevance to pattern, impression, and trace evidence.
As the National Research Council Committee on Identifying
the Needs of the Forensic Sciences Community emphasized, it
is necessary to ascertain and describe uncertainties in measurements and inference.
This document aims to provide advice to forensic practitioners, but the intent is that the recommendations herein apply
more broadly; i.e., to any persons providing (statistical) statements or advice regarding forensic evidence.
This document presents background information and views on
the following question: When forensic science practitioners
present the results of forensic examinations, tests, or measurements in reports or testimony, what types of quantitative or
qualitative statements should they provide, to ensure that their
conclusions or opinions account for the accuracy and the uncertainty in the measurements or observations, and that they
appropriately convey the strength of their findings within the
context of the questions of interest for the judicial system?
This document refers to such statements as “statistical statements.” Measurement precision, weight of evidence (the extent to which measurements or observations support specific
hypotheses), and risks of incorrect conclusions are examples
of such statistical statements.
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For many types of evidence, forensic science practitioners are
asked to determine the source of an item recovered during an
investigation (often called a “questioned” sample). A source
may be defined as an object, person, process, or location that
generated the questioned sample. To achieve this task, practitioners focus primarily on ascertaining the presence/absence
of corresponding features between the questioned sample and
control samples from one or more known sources. They traditionally decide whether an association between the questioned
sample and the control sample(s) is positive (often referred to
as a “match”, an “inclusion” or “being consistent with”, or
“having indistinguishable features”) or negative (an “exclusion” or “having sufficient differences”).
The traditional approach to the decision process, that supports
the forming of opinions by forensic scientists, suffers from
important shortcomings. Firstly, the terminology used to report conclusions is ambiguous: different people may understand it differently. For example, for some, “match” might
imply that the features of two samples are indistinguishable,
while, for others, it might imply that the questioned sampled
definitely originated from the same source as the control sample. Providing an opinion on the origin of a questioned sample
from the observation that it is indistinguishable from a control
sample requires knowledge of how common or rare the association is, based on empirical data linked to the case at hand.
For example, glass fragments that are deemed to have “similar” trace element compositions provide some evidence that
the fragments could have a common origin, but data on the
specificity of the trace element compositions in a relevant
population are needed to address whether the fragments came
from a specific source.
To evaluate the weight of any set of observations made on
questioned and control samples, it is necessary to relate the
probability of making these observations if the samples came
from the same source to the probability of making these observations if the questioned sample came from another source
in a relevant population of potential sources.
Secondly, forensic conclusions often rely on the personal impressions of forensic science practitioners, and these are not
sufficient for determining a level of uncertainty in measurements. Practitioners support a preference for a given hypothesis on the source of a questioned sample by using their
subjective judgment. This judgment is developed through individual training and experience, or by reference to limited
empirical studies of the reliability of the judgments of their
peers. For instance, if examiners say they are 90 percent cerPage 8

tain that a piece of evidence comes from a particular source
and are asked to justify this level of certainty, they may cite
years of experience. As such, this subjective certainty level
reflects their impression of evidence encountered throughout
their careers. However, although training and experience are
important in applying valid techniques, practitioners’ subjective opinions are not sufficient for establishing the uncertainty
in measurements or inferences.
Finally, forensic science practitioners do not currently make
statistical assessments explicitly, but they may nevertheless
present their findings in a manner that connotes a statistical
assessment. For example, unless some lesser degree of confidence is provided, the statement that “the latent print comes
from the defendant’s thumb” suggests certainty regarding the
source of the latent print. Whether presented as an absolute
certainty or more tentatively, such conclusions necessarily rest
on an understanding of the variability of fingerprint features
between multiple impressions of a given finger and on the frequencies of these features in a population.
Statistical statements should rely on: (1) a defined relevant
database describing characteristics, images, observed data, or
experimental results; (2) a statistical model that describes the
process that gives rise to the data; and (3) information on variability and errors in measurements or in statistics or inferences
derived from measurements. This information permits a valid
statistical statement regarding the probative value of comparisons or computations (e.g., how rare is an observed positive
association when two items arise from the same source and
when they arise from different sources?).
The ASA recommends that trace, impression, or pattern evidence practitioners follow a valid and reliable process to determine the extent to which evidence supports the hypothesis
of an association between a questioned sample and a sample
whose source is known (such as a control sample from a person of interest). Reliability and validity should be established
via scientific studies that have been subjected to independent
scientific scrutiny. See the Views Document on Technical
Merit Evaluation of Forensic Science Methods and Practices
(Adopted at NCFS Meeting #10, June 21, 2016). Only when
the reliability and validity of the process have been studied
quantitatively can statements of the uncertainty in measurements and inferences be trustworthy.
Statistical models are most convincing when a scientific understanding of the physical process that generates the features
exists. Sufficient knowledge of the process increases the likelihood of the development of a valid mathematical model.
This approach has been successful for determining the probability that associations in pre-defined DNA features will exist
among different individuals. However, the processes that give
rise to variability in other types of trace and pattern evidence
(e.g., friction ridge variability on finger tips, or variability in
the chemical composition of fibers) may be too complex to
Volume 3 of 3, 2018

describe and model from first principles. Consequently, efforts to provide statistical statements about the degree of support that observations provide in favor or against hypotheses
of legal interest should rest on rigorous, large scale statistical
studies of the variability of these evidence types. Depending
on the assumptions of the researchers, such studies are likely
to result in the development of several different models for a
given evidence type, and by extension, in different inferences
about the same hypotheses.
Statistical calculations used in judicial proceedings should be
replicable, given the data and statistical model. Such replication is crucial when observations are largely subjective or
when different statistical models are used, as the quantitative
summary of the significance of the findings may vary across
forensic science practitioners and laboratories. To assist other
experts in replicating the statistical quantities that are reported, it is essential to state the measurements and the models or
software programs that were used.
At the core of all statistical calculations, there must be data
from a relevant population. To be applicable to casework, rigorous empirical studies of the reliability and accuracy of forensic science practitioners’ judgments must involve materials
and comparisons that are representative of evidence from
casework. As noted below, the strength of evidence will depend in part on how common or rare the observations made
on the questioned and control samples are in the relevant population. Consequently, it is important that forensic science
practitioners clearly specify the relevant population behind the
statistical statement. Communicating this information assists
the judge in ruling on the admissibility of the evidence and the
trier of fact at trial in making proper assessments about the
statistical statement.
Any recommendation on presenting explicit probabilities
needs to distinguish between two types of probabilities: those
based on a statistical model and supported by large empirical
studies, and those that characterize the forensic science practitioner’s subjective sense of how probable the evidence is under alternative hypotheses. The former probabilities are easier
to validate, but it is important to recognize that statistical
models are approximations, and, inevitably, there is some uncertainty in the selection of a model. These uncertainties can
be difficult to quantify. In light of uncertainties associated
with statistical modeling and intuitive judgments of the significance of similarities, we offer the following views on the
presentation of forensic science findings.

__________________________________________
* This document is adapted from a document developed by a subcommittee of
the National Commission for Forensic Science. The contributing authors of the
subcommittee document were Matt Redle (subcommittee co-chair), Judge Jed S.
Rakoff (subcommittee co-chair), Stephen E. Fienberg (task group chair), Alicia
Carriquiry, Karen Kafadar, David H. Kaye, Peter Neufeld, Charlotte J. Word,
and Paula H. Wulff. The members on the 2018 ASA Advisory Committee on
Statistics and Forensic Science are: Karen Kafadar (committee chair), Hal Stern
(vice-chair), Maria Cuellar, James Curran, Mark Lancaster, Cedric Neumann,
Christopher Saunders, Bruce Weir, and Sandy Zabell.
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Views of the ASA
1. The documents and testimony reporting the results of
forensic science investigations should describe the features
of the questioned and known samples (the data), and the
process used to determine the level of similarity and/or dissimilarity between those features across multiple samples.
2. No one form of statistical calculation or statement is
most appropriate to all forensic evidence comparisons or
other inference tasks. Thus, we strongly recommend that
forensic science practitioners be able to support, as part of a
report and in testimony, the choice used in the specific analysis conducted and the assumptions upon which it was
based. When the statistical calculation relies on a specific
database, the report should specify which database.
3. A comprehensive report by the forensic scientist should
report the limitations and uncertainty associated with measurements, and the inferences that could be drawn from
them. This report might include a range of possible values
for an estimated quantity, a separate statement regarding
errors and uncertainties associated with the analysis of the
evidence and resulting opinions, or empirical performance
data associated with a chosen statistical model. If the forensic science practitioner has no information on sources of
error in measurements and inferences, or has no validation
data, the ASA recommends that this fact be stated.
4. The ASA strongly discourages statements to the effect
that a specific individual or object is the source of the forensic science evidence. Instead, the ASA recommends that
reports and testimony make clear that, even in circumstances involving extremely strong statistical evidence, it is possible that other individuals or objects may possess or have
left a similar set of observed features. We also strongly advise forensic science practitioners to confine their evaluative statements to expressions of support for stated
hypotheses: e.g., the support for the hypothesis that the
samples originate from a common source and support for
the hypothesis that they originate from different sources.

5. To explain the value of the data in addressing conclusions about the source of a questioned sample, forensic science reports and testimony containing statistical statements
may:
a) Refer to relative frequencies of sets of features in a sample of individuals or objects in a relevant population (where
the population is sampled and then represented in a reference database). We recommend that forensic science practitioners note the uncertainty associated with using the
database frequencies as estimates of the population frequencies of particular features.
b) Present estimates of the relative frequency of an observed combination of features in a relevant population
based on a probabilistic model that is well grounded in theory and data.
c) Present quantitative statements of the degree to which the
evidence supports a particular hypothesis on the source of
the questioned sample. We recommend that forensic science practitioners note the basis for the quantitative statements and characterize the uncertainties associated with the
statements.
d) Present the operating characteristics of the system being
used to make the classification, decision, or other inference.
Examples include sensitivity and specificity as estimated
from experiments using data from a relevant population or a
designed study for estimating error rates or calibrating likelihood ratios. If no information, or only limited information,
about operating characteristics is known, we recommend
that this fact be stated clearly.
6. Currently, not all forensic disciplines can support statistical statements. The trier of fact (or other interested parties)
may still find value in knowing what comparisons were
made by forensic science practitioners, what they concluded
from them and how they reached their conclusions. The
ASA recommends that the absence of models and empirical
evidence be acknowledged both in testimony and in written
reports.

Recent Certifications or Re-Certifications in New England

Latent Print
Rachael Martinez
Paul Souza
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Concord, NH
Plymouth, MA
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Bloodstain Pattern Analysis - Fabrics Course

Training Opportunities

Robbery Investigations
NESPIN (MA)
May 20-22, 2019
Instructor Lt. Michael Lovely
Tuition cost $495
Register online at
https://t.e2ma.net/click/ox71nf/o94r3de/4ll1cfc or
contact Chief Reggie Redfern (ph 413-626-9554, email
reggie@srrtraining.com)

For updates and more
training opportunities,
visit the website at
www.nediai.org
The beautiful thing about learning is that nobody
can take it away from you.
-B.B. King
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Maine State Crime Lab
June 17-20, 2019
Instructors Ross Gardner and Tom “Grif” Griffin
Tuition cost $530
Register online at
https://www.bevelgardner.com/register or contact
Craig Gravel (ph 405-706-8489, email
rcgravel@bevelgardner.com)
Shooting Reconstruction
Gloucester Co. Prosecutors Office (NJ)
June 17-21, 2019
Instructor Jan Johnson
Tuition cost $595
Register online at www.forensicpieces.com/register-fora-course
Shooting Incident Reconstruction
Dover Police Dept (NH)
September 23-27, 2019
Instructors Gary Graff and Iris Dalley Graff
Tuition cost $629
Register online at
https://www.tritechtraining.com/092319-SIR.html
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A Brady Primer:
John Leo Brady - The Defense Lawyer’s Best Friend
Jan/Feb 2019
By Denis deVlaming
This article appeared in a recent issue of NACDL's The Champion magazine.

The holding in Brady v. Maryland1 has been the law
since 1963, and yet it is incredibly underutilized by the
defense bar throughout the United States. The decisions
in Brady, United States v. Bagley,2 and Kyles v. Whitley3
have predominately dictated the requirements of the
prosecution to turn over all materials that include the
following: (1) information that would exonerate the
accused; (2) exculpatory information; (3) information
that would lessen the punishment; (4) all material
impeachment of the government’s evidence or witnesses;
and (5) any evidence that would support a valid defense.
But the defense must ask for it.
What Happened in Brady?
The facts in Brady are worthy of discussion. John Leo
Brady was on trial for first-degree murder in the state of
Maryland. His lawyer conceded guilt (as the evidence
was overwhelming) but sought to save him from capital
punishment. He was charged with a co-defendant named
Charles Boblit. Brady was found guilty and sentenced to
death. After the conclusion of all appeals and
postconviction matters, Brady learned that the state had
withheld a statement made by his co-defendant which,
although it implicated Brady in the crime, excluded him
as the actual killer. Brady argued that failing to turn over
the statement to his defense team violated due process.
His position was that had the jury learned that he did not
do the actual killing, the jury would have voted to spare
his life. The U.S. Supreme Court did not reverse his
conviction but did reverse for a new sentencing hearing.
Most lawyers believe that the principles in Brady have to
do with the prosecution turning over evidence that would
exonerate the accused. In actuality, it was not
exonerating in nature but rather it was exculpatory and
impeaching in nature.
What Must the Prosecution Turn Over?
Prosecutors are required to turn over far more than
exonerating evidence, and the Brady disclosure
obligation is not limited to information of which the
prosecutor has actual knowledge. Rather, the prosecutor
has a nondelegable duty to learn of Brady information in
the case. All evidence that would fall under Brady in the
hands of law enforcement and other investigative
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agencies is chargeable to the prosecution. In other words,
if the police know, even when they do not tell the
prosecutor, the government is charged with knowing.
Kyles v. Whitley made it very clear:
This … means that the individual prosecutor has a duty
to learn of any favorable evidence known to the others
acting on the government’s behalf in the case, including
the police.4
Furthermore, the prosecution cannot provide vast
amounts of evidence that may contain Brady material at a
time so close to trial that it cannot be properly reviewed
and utilized.5 And it may not hide Brady material of
which it is actually aware in a huge open file in the hope
that the defendant will never find it. Doing so would
indicate that the government is acting in bad faith in
performing its obligations under Brady.6 Nor may
prosecutors dump mountains of documents on defense
lawyers and leave them unguided as to materiality.7
Although the government does not have to turn over
inadmissible evidence to the defense,8 it does have to turn
over anything that might lead to admissible evidence. For
example, although the results of a polygraph examination
may not be required to be turned over, the fact that the
pretest interview differs from the post-test interview in
material ways would in fact require disclosure because it
contains material impeachment that could be used to
cross-examine the witness at trial. The only way the
prosecutor would not be required to turn over such
impeachment would be if the witness was withdrawn
from the prosecution witness list or the defense and
prosecution are actively engaged in plea negotiations.9
This is permitted when impeachment information is
present but never when such information would
exonerate the accused. There are no exceptions when that
is the case.
Preservation Letter
A tactic that may be employed by the defense attorney
soon after arrest is to send a “preservation letter” to the
assigned prosecutor and to the lead detective, agent, or
law enforcement officer. The letter requests that the
government obtain and preserve all evidence that bears
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upon the prosecution (and defense) of the case. The letter
should be sent certified to assure its receipt. Why should
the preservation letter also be sent to the lead law
enforcement officer when it is the prosecutor who is
responsible for the collection of Brady material? It is true
that the prosecutor is charged with uncovering all Brady
material in the prosecutor’s office as well as Brady
material contained in law enforcement files and related
agencies working on behalf of the government in the
underlying prosecution. The benefit of sending the letter
to law enforcement is for use at trial. Rarely will anyone
from law enforcement provide anything asked for or
even respond to the letter.
Jurors are hungry to learn all the information in a case in
order to render the proper verdict. They do not want to
be shortchanged. It then becomes a fertile area during
cross-examination to ask if, in the lead detective or
agent’s opinion, he or she conducted a “fair, complete
and exhaustive” investigation of the case:
Defense Counsel: Do you agree that the jury is entitled
to hear all relevant evidence collected by the
government?

Item by item, defense counsel can ask the detective if he
or she searched for the information requested and obtained it “so that the jury would have the benefit of this
important evidence in deciding the case.” The detective’s
response will not be accepted by the jury. “It’s not my
job to collect evidence for you” is not an answer the jury
will accept. “The prosecutor never asked me to gather
this information” is not a response jurors will find satisfactory.
‘Ethical Rule’ Order
In an article published in 2013, NACDL Past President
Barry Scheck and former U.S. District Judge Nancy
Gertner recommended that defense lawyers file a motion
for an “ethical rule” order for the disclosure of favorable
evidence.10 The basis of the motion is Rule 3.8(d) of the
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct. Rule 3.8(d),
which has been adopted by 49 states, addresses the
responsibilities of the prosecutor:

Defense Counsel: Did you receive the letter I sent you
asking that you obtain and preserve all the evidence
related to this case?

The prosecutor in a criminal case shall … make timely
disclosure to the defense of all evidence or information
known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of
the accused or mitigates the offense, and, in connection
with sentencing, disclose to the defense and to the
tribunal all unprivileged mitigating information known
to the prosecutor, except when the prosecutor is relieved
of this responsibility by a protective order of the
tribunal.11

(The letter can be marked into evidence and shown to the
witness.)

The rule also provides for an in camera production when
privileged or sensitive information may be involved.12

Lead Detective: Yes.

The ethical rule order would require the prosecution to
search prosecution and investigative files and then verify
that disclosure has been made of all information that falls
within the order. The Rule 3.8 motion should be made in
conjunction with any state rule that bears upon Brady
disclosure. The order submitted to the court, if granted,
provides for the production of such information to the
defense within a certain number of days of the order.
Further, it allows for the production of such additional
information that falls within the government’s continuing obligation to disclose. A violation of the court’s
granted order may result in contempt proceedings against
the prosecutor. Along with a request made under Rule
3.8, defense counsel should file a more specific motion
for the disclosure of Brady material.

Lead Detective: Yes.
(Now counsel has cornered the detective.)

Search, Find, Disclose
So, what must the defense lawyer do to require the
prosecution to fulfill its obligations under Brady? “Do
Volume 3 of 3, 2018
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nothing” is the wrong answer. The defense lawyer
cannot sit back and expect the prosecutor to fulfill his or
her obligations. A specific Brady motion must be filed
and calendared for hearing. Specific areas must be listed
for the prosecutor to search and report back on each area.
If defense counsel does not file a motion, it is the
prosecutor who decides what to look into and what to
turn over to the defense. The reasoning behind the filing
of a specific motion can be found in United States v.
Bagley:
And the more specifically the defense requests certain
evidence, thus putting the prosecutor on notice of its
value, the more reasonable it is for the defense to assume
from the nondisclosure that the evidence does not exist,
and to make pretrial and trial decisions on the basis of
this assumption. … [T]he reviewing court may consider
directly any adverse effect that the prosecutor’s failure to
respond might have had on the preparation or
presentation of the defendant’s case.13

·

All handwritten notes of law enforcement
officers to be reviewed in camera for Brady
material.

·

All handwritten or memorialized notes of the
prosecutor concerning witness interviews of law
enforcement officers, experts, and lay witnesses
involved in the prosecution (in camera). Such
notes are intended to include, but are not limited
to, investigations and trial preparation of
witnesses.

·

All medical records including psychiatric and
clinical reports that may have relevance to the
prosecution or to any valid defense, including
those covered by HIPPA (in camera).

·

All electronic devices, including cellphones and
computers, belonging to witnesses listed by the
government that may contain Brady material.

·

The name and address of any witness known to
the prosecution who has given a statement to the
prosecution or law enforcement that is contrary to
the prosecution’s theory of the case, including
pre-interviews and post-interviews conducted
during polygraph testing.

·

Any favorable treatment of any kind given or
offered to any government witness in return for
cooperation as well as any favorable treatment,
money, or anything of value requested by a state
witness in return for cooperation.

·

Any social media postings made by the alleged
victim relevant to the case, including those that
were taken down but can be retrieved by the
government.

·

All contents of investigative and professional
files relative to the prosecution, including notes,
memorandum, and reports. This also applies to
the notes of any witness coordinator.

The defense team should request that the prosecutor
search for, obtain, and disclose the following items:
·

Emails (prosecutor to police, police to
prosecutor, state witnesses to police or prosecutor
and police or prosecutor to witness, lay and
expert).

·

Text messages and instant messages.

·

Messages between officers or officer to station.

·

Two-way dispatch messages.

·

911 calls.

·

Audiotapes and videotapes (including those
captured via body cameras or cellphone
cameras).

·

Records stored, sent, or received via Dropbox or
similar cloud computing or FTP (file transfer
protocol) websites.

·

All electronic devices including but not limited to
computers, laptops, iPads, cellular phones and
smartphones that may contain discoverable
material.

·

All social media accounts that may bear upon the
prosecution including but not limited to
Facebook, Google, AOL, Yahoo, Twitter,
Instagram, Snapchat, and any online cloud
backups that may contain information related to
the prosecution.
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Defense lawyers should be concerned that prosecutors
may come across impeachment or exculpatory evidence
and not believe, in their opinion, that it is “material.” If
they do, they will decide not to turn it over to the defense. The problem arises when the defense would have
determined that the information was in fact material and
could be effectively used at trial. To combat this problem, the defense should consider filing a motion for an in
camera review of all evidence that the government has
determined not to be material and therefore not turned
over to the defense. This “nonmaterial log” should detail
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“Substantive” communications include factual
reports about investigative activity, factual
discussions of the relative merits of evidence,
factual information obtained during interviews or
interactions with witness/victims, and factual
issues relating to credibility. (Note: material
exculpatory information that the prosecutor
receives during a conversation with a law
enforcement officer or witness is no less
discoverable than if that same information were
contained in an email.)

things prosecutors have not turned over to the defense
and their reasons for not doing so. The court then makes
the final decision in camera.
(Most often the judge will not risk error and will turn it
over to the defense.)
The DOJ Memo
In 2010, the Department of Justice provided guidance to
all assistant United States attorneys handling criminal
cases about their obligations under Brady v. Maryland.14
That memorandum, titled “Memorandum for Department
Prosecutors,” began by noting the prosecution’s
obligation and specifying who is on the prosecution’s
team:

·

The prosecutor should not only look into any
benefit that a witness may have in testifying
against the defendant, but also should look into
known conditions that could affect the witness’s
bias such as animosity toward the defendant,
animosity toward a group of which the defendant
is a member or with which the defendant is
affiliated, relationship with victim, known but
uncharged criminal conduct that may provide an
incentive to curry favor with a prosecutor, and
known substance abuse or mental health issues or
other issues that could affect the witness’s ability
to perceive and recall events.

·

Information obtained in witness interviews
whether memorialized in writing or overheard by
law enforcement officers or prosecutors. Any
material variance in a witness’s statements
should be memorialized and turned over to the
defense as Giglio information.

·

Trial preparation meetings with witnesses are
also subject to a Brady review. New information
that is exculpatory or impeachment information
should be disclosed to the defense.

·

Police officers’ notes should be reviewed to
determine whether they contain material
impeachment or exculpatory information.
Particular attention should be paid to notes
gathered during discussions with the defendant or
material witnesses.

It is the obligation of federal prosecutors, in preparing
for trial, to seek all exculpatory and impeachment
information from all members of the prosecution team.
Members of the prosecution team include federal, state,
and local law enforcement officers and other government
officials participating in the investigation and
prosecution of the criminal case against the defendant.
In the “what to review” section, the guidance directs the
prosecutor to look into the following (as well as other)
non-exhaustive areas:
·

·

·

The investigative agency’s entire investigative
file, including documents such as electronic
communications, inserts, and emails, should be
reviewed for discoverable information. Should
sensitive information ordinarily not discoverable
be contained within the review document, the
entire document is not necessarily discoverable
but rather only the discoverable information
contained in it.
Confidential informant information should be
reviewed in its entirety, including past cases in
which the confidential informant cooperated. It
should include all proffers, immunity, and other
agreements. Validation assessments, payment
information, and other potential witness
impeachment information should be included
within this review.
Substantive case-related communications may
contain discoverable information. They are most
likely to occur (a) among prosecutors and/or
agents, (b) between prosecutors and/or agents and
witnesses and/or victims, and (c) between victimwitness coordinators and witnesses and/or
victims. Such communications may be
memorialized in emails, memoranda, or notes.
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The memorandum to federal prosecutors points out that
their duty is to “seek” all exculpatory and impeachment
information from all members of the prosecution team.
The word “seek” is important because it puts the onus on
prosecutors to go out and find Brady material as opposed
to Brady material finding them. The Court in Kyles v.
Whitley noted: “A prosecutor has a duty to learn of any
favorable evidence known to the others acting on the
government’s behalf in the case. …”
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That duty to learn means that the government cannot just
sit back and turn over whatever Brady material is given
to it. Instead, prosecutors must go out and affirmatively
search for it. And perhaps the reasoning behind that
stringent requirement can be found in United States v.
Bagley:
By requiring the prosecutor to assist the defense in
making its case, the Brady rule represents a limited
departure from a pure adversarial model. The Court has
recognized, however, that the prosecutor’s role
transcends that of an adversary: he “is the representative
not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a
sovereignty … whose interest … in a criminal
prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice
shall be done.”15
Conclusion
That’s right, by requiring the prosecutor “to assist the
defense in making its case” is the language in Bagley.
What a statement! The U.S. Supreme Court is telling
prosecutors and others on the government’s team that
they have an obligation to help the defense to acquire all
information that is deemed “Brady material.” In other
words, “hide the ball” is not only unacceptable but also
is condemned. But defense lawyers cannot be naive.
Expecting the government to play by the rules and go out
and look for evidence that will free their clients is
nothing defense lawyers should count on or anticipate.
Motions must be filed, hearings set, and follow up
conducted so that every stone is unturned and accounted
for. John Leo Brady is a perfect example of why the rule
is not self-executing. Defense lawyers must wake up this
sleeping giant and hold the prosecution to its obligation
to go out and look for and turn over all Brady material. If
and when they do, reasonable doubts will begin to
appear.
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